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Abstract. TUS (Track Ultraviolet Setup) is the first orbital detector designed to check

the possibility of recording Extreme-Energy Cosmic Rays (EECRs) events at E > 100 EeV
by measuring the fluorescence signal of Extensive Air Showers (EAS) in the atmosphere.
Funded by the Russian Space Agency ROSCOSMOS, TUS has operated as a part of the
scientific payload of the Lomonosov satellite between April 2016 and November 2017.
The collected data have been analyzed to search for EECRs and for possible strangelets
(nuclearites) and determine their properties through comparison with simulated candidates
obtained by means of the ESAF (EUSO Simulation and Analysis Framework) software. No
clear candidate has been identified. A study of the aperture and exposure acquired by TUS
in EECR and nuclearite modes has been conducted. This study is extremely important in
view of the present and future space-based missions related to EECRs such as Mini-EUSO,
K-EUSO and POEMMA.

Key words. Stars: abundances – Cosmic Rays: Extreme Energy Cosmic Rays – Cosmic
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1. Introduction
The cosmic ray spectrum extends over more
than ten orders of magnitude reaching ener-

gies well beyond those reachable by means
of accelerators. Above 5×1019 eV, these particles are called Extreme Energy Cosmic Rays
(EECRs) and their rate becomes as low as one
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event per century per square kilometer (Aab et
al. , 2020).
The still unknown EECR sources probably involve physical processes occurring in
extreme extragalactic environments as very
few known astrophysical objects can satisfy
the requirements imposed by the observed
spectrum, composition, and lack of strong
anisotropies (Kotera & Olinto , 2011). In particular, the lack of anisotropies towards the
Galactic plane implies an extragalactic origin for protons at E>1018 eV and E>Z×1018
eV for nuclei with charge Z, based on the
Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger) limits on
the dipole anisotropy amplitude (Abraham et
al. , 2007), and according to reasonable models of Galactic magnetic fields. At these extreme energies, the interaction of EECR protons or nuclei with the cosmic microwave
background photons produces pions or dissociate nuclei. These processes are known as
the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz’min (GZK) effect
(Greisen, 1966; Zatsepin & Kuz’min , 1966).
This effect changes the shape of the spectrum above 3×1019 eV and limits the possible distances of EECR sources to less than 100
Mpc from Earth, (the so-called GZK sphere).
Since the distribution of matter within the GZK
sphere is anisotropic, the possibility of observing detectable anisotropies in the sky at
extreme energies can provide information on
the nearest sources. Although extremely large,
the covering area being 3000 km2 in case of
Auger (Abraham et al. , 2010) in the Southern
Hemisphere and 700 km2 for the Telescope
Array (TA) (Abu-Zayyad et al. , 2012) in the
Northern one, current ground-based observatories do not produce a statistics of events sufficient to unveil the EECR sources. The expected
anisotropy of the signal has been elusive and no
single source of EECRs has been unambiguously identified so far. The observed distribution of arrival directions shows no departure
from isotropy below ∼4×1019 eV. At EECR energies, Auger tests for anisotropies based on
correlations with starburst galaxies and AGNs
show a departure from isotropy of 4σ and 2.7σ
respectively (Aab et al. , 2018). TA reported
an excess above 5.7×1019 eV in a region of the
sky spanning about 25◦ , centered on equatorial
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coordinates R.A.=144◦ , Decl.=40◦ , with 3.2σ
significance (Kim et al. , 2021). These significances are not high enough to claim a discovery. The limit of the cosmic ray energy spectrum observed by TA seems to be more likely
due to the GZK effect, whereas Auger results
tend to be in better agreement with a limit in
the acceleration of the sources. The path to
solve this puzzle requires a large increase in
statistics at EECR energies. To reach this goal,
an upgrade of the Pierre Auger Observatory
(Castellina et al. , 2019) and the TA×4 extension (Kido et al. , 2019) are currently going
on. However, it is easier to collect these events
from space, where the detector volume can by
far exceed that of current ground-based experiments. This is the main goal of the K-EUSO
(Casolino et al. , 2017) and POEMMA missions (Olinto et al. , 2021). TUS (Klimov et
al. , 2017), and the recently launched MiniEUSO (Bacholle et al. , 2021) offer the possibility to pave the way, with the purpose of
proving the observation principle and understanding the challenges of such measurements
from space. These studies are part of the global
multi-messenger effort to unveil the most powerful cosmic accelerators using cosmic rays,
photons of a wide range of energies from radio
to gamma-rays, neutrinos (observed at high energies by IceCube (Aarsten et al. , 2013)), and
gravitational waves (discovered by the LIGO
detector (Abbott et al. , 2016)). The combined
power of this approach will produce a great
progress in both physics and astrophysics of
acceleration and interactions at energies well
beyond the reach of laboratories.
An even more relevant open question in
cosmology and particle physics is the nature of
dark matter. Macroscopic dark matter, generally called macros (Jacobs et al. , 2015), is a
broad class of dark-matter candidates, that represents an alternative to conventional particle
dark matter. Within this category, nuclearites
are strange quark nuggets, with overall neutrality ensured by an electron cloud that surrounds
the nuclearite core, forming a sort of atom.
Nuclearites travelling with galactic velocities
are protected by their surrounding electrons
against direct interactions with the atoms they
might hit. Therefore, they only lose energy in
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elastic collisions with atoms in the medium.
Two formalisms have been elaborated by (De
Rujula et al. , 1984) and (Sidhu Singh et al.
, 2019) to describe the intensity of the light
emission in air. Recently, it has been pointed
out by (Anchordoqui et al. , 2021) that for
a reference mass of 1 g, there is a huge discrepancy, of about 14 orders of magnitude, between the macro luminosity predicted by the
two formalisms. A search for nuclearites using
fluorescence light by means of a space-based
observatory was proposed by the JEM-EUSO
collaboration (Adams et al. , 2015) showing
the potential of such a technique. The observing strategy developed by TUS to detect a different kind of events, namely meteors, can be
adequate to search for nuclearites and provide
the first experimental results on the search of
these elusive particles from space.
The paper is structured in the following
way. Section 2 summarizes the key elements
of the detector and it reports on the efforts that
have been done to implement the TUS configuration into the simulation software adopted for
the interpretation of the data. Sections 3 and 4
describe the search for EECRs and nuclearites,
respectively, in the acquired data as well as a
methodological study to estimate the exposure.
Conclusions and perspectives are outlined in
Section 5. The results presented in this paper
are an extract of those summarized in (Barghini
et al. , 2021) and represent the Italian contribution to the analysis of TUS data.

2. The TUS detector and the ESAF
framework
The Lomonosov satellite was launched on
April 28, 2016, on a polar sun-synchronous
orbit with inclination of 97.3◦ , period of
∼94 min, and altitude about 500 km. The
Track Ultraviolet Setup (TUS) was operated regularly till late November 2017, when
the Lomonosov satellite faced some technical
problems that did not allow transmitting experimental data to Earth.
The TUS detector consisted of two main
parts (Klimov et al. , 2017): a parabolic mirrorconcentrator of the Fresnel type and a squareshaped 256-pixel photodetector in the focal

plane of the mirror. The mirror had an area
of about 2 m2 with a focal distance of 1.5 m.
A pixel field of view (FoV) equals 10 mrad,
which results in spatial resolution of 5 km,
and the overall TUS FoV is approximately
80 km × 80 km at the sea level. Each pixel of
the TUS photodetector is a Hamamatsu R1463
photomultiplier tube. Light guides with square
entrance apertures (15 mm × 15 mm) and circular outputs are employed to fill uniformly the
detector’s FoV. Each pixel has a black blind
1 cm above the light guide to protect it from
stray light. An UV filter of 13 mm diameter and 2.5 mm thickness is placed in front
of each PMT. The pixels are grouped in 16
identical photodetector modules. Each cluster
has its own digital data processing system for
the first-level trigger, based on a Xilinx FieldProgrammable Gate Array (FPGA), and a high
voltage power supply, controlled by the FPGA.
The central processor board gathers information from all modules, controls their operation,
and implements the second-level trigger algorithm.
The TUS electronics could operate in four
modes, intended for detecting various fast optical phenomena in the atmosphere at different
time scales with different time sampling. The
main mode was aimed at registering EECRs
and had a time sampling of 0.8 µs. Slower
modes had time sampling of 25.6 µs, 0.4 ms
(for studying Transient Luminous Events such
as elves, sprites, blue jets, gigantic jets, etc.).
An even slower mode of 6.6 ms was dedicated
to the detection of meteors and has been used
to search for nuclearites. The four operational
modes could not be run in parallel, therefore,
the selected mode had to be fixed at the start of
each run. Waveforms in each mode consisted
of 256 time samples.
The trigger scheme, common to all four
modes was structured in two steps to allow
background rejection and the acceptance of
EECRs. The Block of Information unit, which
managed the data acquisition for all scientific devices on board the Lomonosov satellite, could accept data from TUS at most once
in 53–60 seconds. This external constraint imposed a lower limit to the acquisition dead
time of the TUS detector. This limitation had
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a severe impact on part of the analyses that
are discussed in the following. Namely, ground
flasher lights could not be triggered more than
once and clearly recognized as repetitive signals; the estimation of the exposure had to
assume that the detector was always operational among triggers; during the 50–60 seconds of dead time, the detector shifted the position by ∼400 km. Therefore, when the trigger capability is restored, the FoV has totally
changed and might not be representative anymore of the monitored conditions at the time
of the last trigger. During an accident at the
beginning of the mission, 20% of the PMTs
were destroyed and sensitivities of the remaining PMTs changed in comparison with preflight measurements. A number of attempts of
in-flight calibration have been performed but
none of them is fully reliable yet. This introduces a large factor of uncertainty in estimates
of the trigger threshold and the signal intensity.
As a consequence, all respective estimates presented below remain approximate.
In order to perform a deeper analysis of
trigger events in EECR mode a dedicated version of ESAF (EUSO Simulation and Analysis
Framework) (Berat et al. , 2010), which includes a modeling of TUS optics and detector responses, has been developed. ESAF takes
care of the simulation of all the relevant processes from the shower simulation until the
event reconstruction. Both fluorescence and
Cherenkov light (reflected and back-scattered)
productions are modeled in ESAF. All the
simulated photons are affected by Rayleigh
scattering and ozone absorption. Optionally,
clouds can be simulated as a constant layer of
variable altitude thickness and optical depth.
Non-uniform cloud coverage is also included
in ESAF. Once the photons reach the detector,
they are taken over by the optics module and
the Focal Surface (FS) response is simulated.
For what concerns the detector, and in particular the optics, two approaches have been
developed in parallel. The first one adopts a
parametric simulation module that calculates
analytically the position of a photon on the focal surface and adds a Gaussian spread around
this position. This is intended to be a fast working tool to test the features of the different
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optics designs in an approximated way. It is
used in the exposure study, where several thousands of Extensive Air Showers (EASs) are
simulated. Second, a full ray-tracing code is
used in the actual optics design. As an example, this was done in the nuclearite study. Once
the photons reach the FS, they are transported
through the filter and the optical adapter before reaching the photocathode. All the relevant effects including geometrical losses, inefficiencies of the adapter and of filters are taken
into account. A parametrization of the photomultiplier response is included in the electronics part. Quantum efficiency, dependence on
the incident angle of photon, collection efficiency and cross talk are also taken into account. The signal is then amplified by a parameterized gain and the resulting output current is collected and treated by the Front End
Electronics module. More details about TUS
implementation in ESAF can be found in (Fenu
et al. , 2021). Fig. 1 shows an example of the
light profile and shower track expected to be
detected from a 1021 eV proton EAS with 60◦
zenith angle.

3. A search for EECRs and a study of
TUS exposure
During its mission, TUS registered almost
80,000 events in EECR operation mode, with
a few of them being sufficiently interesting to
be more deeply scrutinized, as they passed basic selection criteria on temporal and spatial
evolution of the signal on the FS as expected
from ESAF simulations of EECR events. This
lead to select almost 120 TUS events. These
events have a characteristic light curve (integral signal of all triggered channels) with a pronounced maximum and full duration at halfmaximum (FDHM) from 40 to 80 µs, which
is quite consistent with the simulated detector
response to the EAS fluorescence (see Fig. 1).
However, the amplitude of these events corresponds to EECR energies well above 1020 eV,
and, consequently, their number is two orders
of magnitude higher than expectations taking
into account the limited exposure of the TUS
experiment. Moreover, the majority of EASlike events were registered above continents
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Fig. 1. A 1021 eV, 60◦ zenith angle simulated proton event. On the left: the photoelectron profile for the
TUS detector; the bump at frame 190 is due to the Cherenkov reflection when the EAS reaches the ground.
On the right: the photoelectron image for the TUS event. Image adapted from (Barghini et al. , 2021).

with half of them above the U.S., which immediately raises the question of their possible anthropogenic origin. Another feature of a
simulated non-vertical EAS event is the presence of a noticeable movement of the signal
along the photodetector matrix: the hit pixels
are lined up along a rectilinear “track”, and the
displacement velocity is approximately proportional to tan(θ/2), where θ is the zenith angle of the arrival direction. The aberrations of
the TUS mirror lead to smearing of this track
over neighboring pixels, which significantly
complicates the determination of the motion.
It turned out that only in 6 events the track
length was sufficient to identify the movement
of the image, reconstruct the track, and estimate the direction of arrival. They were registered above the U.S.. For five of them, airports
were found in their close vicinity. A dedicated
analysis showed that reconstructed arrival directions of all these events strongly correlate
with directions of airport runways (Sharakin
& Ruiz Hernandez , 2021). For the sixth one
it was not possible to correlate the signal to
the presence of an airport runaway. The event
was located in Minnesota. A dedicated study of
the weather conditions was applied (Khrenov
et al. , 2020). The event occurred in perfect
weather conditions. The map in Figure 2 shows
that a series of low-pressure systems were developing on the central-western U.S. that was
organised into a thunderstorm line proceeding
from West to East and positioned above Dakota
18 hours later. However, there were no clouds

Fig. 2. MODIS cloud fraction at 4:20 UTC. Dark
colour is clear sky while red colour indicate cloud
fraction equal 1. The white cross shows the location
of the TUS event.

on the eastern Minnesota and Wisconsin at
4:20 UTC, while fog was present in southern
Wisconsin, which is depicted with red colours.
Similar weather conditions emerged by looking at other satellite images, ground station
reports and from atmospheric soundings. The
peculiar detector response, the reconstructed
kinematics and the energy assignment of this
event above 1021 eV, if interpreted as an EECR,
support the conclusion that also this event has
a different origin than an EAS.
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Despite the lack of successful EAS candidates, TUS data offer the opportunity to perform an estimation of the geometric exposure
which is a much more complex topic than for
ground-based experiments, as the atmopheric
and illumination conditions are rapidly changing due to the satellite speed. The study reported in the following is based on events triggered in the EAS mode in the night segments
of the Lomonosov orbits. The triggers are distributed quite uniformly with a higher concentration over continents. A notable exception to
this is represented by Antarctica, the Arctic and
Sahara, which remain quiet areas with the trigger densities comparable to those above the
oceans. An estimate of the active time can be
given for each orbit, under the assumption that
the detector has always been in acquisition, except for the intrinsic dead time. 3118 orbits
with a total acquisition time of 73 full days
are identified. A total active time of 31 days
is obtained as soon as the dead time is taken
into account. This amounts to ∼42% of the total acquisition time. Such an estimate is based
only on the identified orbits and could be potentially an underestimate of the real acquisition time. Thanks to the knowledge of the satellite trajectory, it was possible to estimate with
a ∼1 second resolution the status of the detector for each position on the Earth map. Fig. 3
shows the active time fraction of the detector
as a function of the geographical coordinate.
It can be seen that populated areas or
stormy regions have very low active time basically not contributing to the cumulative exposure. Aurora ovals are also clearly visible
as low active-time areas in the polar regions.
On the other hand, oceans are very quiet areas, where EECR studies would be favoured.
The presence of low or no-Moon illumination is verified in 21.2 full days of acquisition. The amount of active time in this condition amounts to 12.9 days, 60% of moonless
acquisition time. The cloud condition for each
trigger has been estimated based on (MERRA
, 2021). It can be seen how most (∼ 70%) of
the triggers are in cloudy conditions. It is therefore crucial to estimate the efficiency for EECR
detection in presence of clouds. ESAF simulations are used for this, following the approach
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Fig. 3. Ratio of active time over the total amount of
transit time as a function of geographical location.
Image adapted from (Barghini et al. , 2021).

described in (Adams et al. , 2013). The signal
recorded for each triggered event can be used
to estimate the rate of photoelectrons generated by the airglow emission. Such information is used in the simulations to estimate the
energy dependence of the exposure. In general, the rate of the background illumination
varies from 1 to over 100 photoelectrons per
frame unless rare cases such as above auroral ovals, night-day transitions, very populated
areas, which anyway do not contribute significantly to the exposure as previously discussed.
The trigger performance is derived through
Monte Carlo simulations. Two thousand EASs
were injected in an area Asimu larger than the
field of view (±150 km) to avoid border effects. Showers were simulated with zenith angles θ from 0◦ to 90◦ with a sin(2θ) dependence
and the azimuth from 0◦ to 360◦ uniformly.
The TUS trigger logic was implemented in the
ESAF simulation software and used for this estimation. Several trigger thresholds adopted in
the mission were tested with an airglow rate of
∼18 photoelectrons per frame. The estimate of
the trigger performance depends on a number
of factors, among them the sensitivity of the
photodetector, the level of the background illumination and software parameters of the trigger. As a result of taking into account the currently most accurate estimates based on the inflight calibration, we obtain a trigger thresh-
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old & 500 EeV. Moreover, the majority of the
events could indeed trigger only above θ ≈
40◦ –50◦ . This is a consequence of the trigger
logic that rejects all events lasting for a short
time, therefore, the most vertical ones.
Secondly, the efficiency of the trigger in
cloudy conditions is simulated. One thousand
EASs at fixed energy have been simulated for
each cloud top height condition in a similar
way as for clear sky. A higher cloud top height
causes a significant reduction of the triggered
events given the reduction of the amount of
light reaching the detector. An estimate of the
overall reduction of the exposure in the whole
flight can be given by an average of the trigger
efficiency weighted by the fraction of triggers
in each condition. This leads to 57% of what is
expected for the clear sky case. By taking into
account the above factors, excluding the cloud
impact, the geometrical exposure in clear sky
conditions amounts to ∼1550 km2 sr yr. This
value reduces to ∼884 km2 sr yr at 2 · 1021 eV
if the cloud impact is taken into account.

4. A search for nuclearites and a
study of the TUS exposure
A search for nuclearites in the TUS data was
performed assuming the (De Rujula et al. ,
1984) model. Data were collected during about
250 h of nighttime observation in “meteor”
mode, which has a sampling time of 6.55
ms. This analysis has to be considered as a
methodological study in view of future spacebased detectors. In fact, TUS was not developed with such an objective, therefore, the performance is not indicative of the full potential of a space-based telescope. However, it can
provide a guidance and confirm the feasibility
of the technique. The sensitivity is obtained under general assumptions that still need to be
carefully assessed. A detailed description of
the analysis on the search for nuclearites and
on the estimation of the geometrical aperture
is reported in (Shinozaki et al. , 2019).
The principle of the nuclearite search by
TUS is based on the detection of a moving light
spot in the atmosphere. A small modification
is applied here to the original formula in (De
Rujula et al. , 1984) to allow for arbitrary ve-

locities (v), while originally this was assumed
to be fixed at 250 km/s. The apparent brightness of the nuclearite expressed in stellar magnitude units M follows the relation:
M = 10.8 − 1.67 log10 (m/1 µg) +
5 log10 (r/10 km) − 7.5 log10 (v/250 km s−1 ),(1)
where r is the distance to the observer and m
the mass of the nuclearite. For simplicity, we
also assume that the flux, defined for the Vband magnitude (λ = 550 nm) is constant over
the wavelength range of TUS (250–400 nm).
According to (De Rujula et al. , 1984), the
maximum height where a nuclearite at v =
250 km/s can effectively generate the light, assuming a constant atmospheric scale height, is:
hmax = 2.7 km · ln(m/1.2 · 10−5 g).

(2)

We used a realistic density profile function
to convert the corresponding air density into
height, which lowers hmax . To search for nuclearites, TUS data were selected by requiring
a nocturnal background level according to the
high voltage level, the sub-satellite point at sea
level at least 75 km away from the coast to minimize the effect of anthropogenic lights and the
zenith angle of the Moon above 90◦ to eliminate direct moonlight on the focal surface of
the detector. Moreover, only the good-quality
PMTs, whose gain was estimated in flight to
be of the order of 106 , were considered.
In TUS, the main observables are the light
curve and the angular velocity ω. In case of
meteors, the light curve can drastically change
in time due to ablation processes and fragmentation of the meteoroid, giving birth to
even more than one luminosity peak. On the
other hand, the intensity of the light spot
from a nuclearite is expected to change only
monotonously with the distance r. TUS can
only measure the perpendicular component of
the velocity v⊥ seen from the observer, which
is given by rω. The speed of the Sun relatively
to that of the Galactic Center is usually considered to define the relative velocity of the nuclearites. However, by considering also the escape velocity from the Galaxy, an upper bound
is set to the “relative” velocity in the frame of
the observer at ∼800 km/s. For this reason the
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estimation of M takes into account also the
velocity as a parameter. The definition of the
aperture is done for three different cases: a) the
standard one of 250 km/s, b) a lower bound
at 75 km/s to be above the limit of the meteor
speed, c) 800 km/s as an upper limit.
Since nuclearites may be seen as “fast”
moving events, we looked for events in which
the fastest peak channel was shifting faster than
0.13 rad/s, i.e. v⊥ ≥ 60 km/s. After this selection, only 76 events remained, and on these we
applied a visual inspection. None of the above
candidates had a moving light spot compatible
with simulations of nuclearite light tracks.
To interpret the data and to estimate the
performance of the instrument, we carried out
a full simulation study including radiation processes in atmosphere and detector response.
To emulate the observation conditions, we
checked the selection criteria along the orbit every 5 s by calculating the distance to
the coast and Moon’s zenith angle. To estimate the “on-time” T 0 , we assumed that TUS
was active for data taking in any 5-s segments
if the elapsed time after the last trigger was
longer than 53 s. The first event after TUS
entered the Earth’s umbra was excluded. By
summing up these active segments, T 0 is estimated to be 47.4 hours. To include the presence of clouds that might reduce the observation area, we employed the MERRA2 dataset.
It provides the global weather parameters outputs on 0.5◦ (latitude) × 0.625◦ (longitude)-grid
points. The cloud-top height map is renewed
every hour and the value is picked up every 5 s
below the TUS position. To generate a simulated nuclearite event, we randomly sampled
the conditions from all the active times to refer the cloud-top height to the TUS height and
position. For an input mass of the nuclearite,
the arrival direction and impact points are uniformly distributed onto a sphere with a radius
R0 beneath TUS. Among the generated Nsim
events, the number Nsel that pass the event selection allows to compute the aperture as:
A0 = 2π2 R20 · (Nsel /Nsim ).

(3)

The atmospheric model includes air and ozone
densities to take into account wavelengthdependent Rayleigh scattering and ozone ab-
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sorption. As a result, the maximum height of
light emission by nuclearites is modified, from
Eq. (2) and it is in general lower. Therefore,
the effective volume of light emission in atmosphere decreases. As an example, at 1 kg
mass the maximum height of light emission
becomes ∼35 km to be compared with ∼50
km from the original formula. We generated
the light from nuclearites only in the volume
of atmosphere between the cloud-top-height
and hmax . We applied the ray trace and electronics response simulations with the background level and its fluctuation based on real
data taken from the last TUS event at the sampled time. For all channels and ticks, the background is added with a Gaussian random generation. Simulation of nuclearite events was
performed. To discriminate them from meteors and other moving events, it is important
to have many channels with significant signals
in order to determine the angular velocity and
light curve properly. To estimate the sensitivity in terms of “aperture” of such an analysis,
we applied relatively tight cuts on the simulated events. We required: a) ≥ 10 channels
with the maximum counts above 25σ, and b)
≥ 10 ticks (∼ 66 ms) available to compute the
motion analysis. Table 1 summarizes the results on the aperture A0 for conditions a) and
b), and the quality on the reconstruction of the
angular velocity ω and orientation Ψ for b).
Combinations of m = 0.1, 1 and 100 kg, and
v = 75, 250, and 800 km/s were simulated.
To translate the geometrical aperture into
an exposure, an estimation of the on-time T 0
and of the limiting magnitude M is needed.
These two numbers are not straightforward. In
particular, the 53–60 s off-time of the detector
between events does not allow having an exact knowledge of the illumination conditions
between two consecutive triggers, which prevents a precise assessment of the limiting magnitude M at each instant. Moreover, a calibration of the instrument is still in progress.
Therefore, we derive the TUS sensitivity under
the following best scenario, which is based on
two assumptions that still require further investigation. We assume the capability of detecting masses above 100 g which corresponds to
M < +6 according to Eq. (1), which is com-
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Table 1. Results of the estimated apertures A0 for conditions a) and b) and of the quality of the
angular velocity ω and orientation Ψ for b). Different combinations of v and m are simulated.

v [km s−1 ]
m [g]
800
250
75

a) A0 [1014 cm2 sr]
102 103
105

b) A0 [1014 cm2 sr]
102
103
105

p
< (∆ω/ω)2 >
2
10
103
105

p
< (∆Ψ)2 >
2
10
103
105

1.3
0.3
0.4

0.07
0.1
0.2

0.08
0.52

14◦
58◦

2.6
0.9
0.6

3.2
2.0
1.0

0.2
0.6
0.3

0.7
1.5
0.8

0.29
2.1

0.08
0.33
0.40

22◦
39◦

7.4◦
30◦
48◦

pliant with the limits in meteor brightness (see
(Barghini et al. , 2021) for details). Moreover,
we assume T 0 ∼ 2 day on-time, which implies
that the detector was always functioning between consecutive triggers with weather conditions allowing the detection of nuclearites with
the above limiting magnitude. Under these assumptions, the TUS limits remain 1-2 orders of
magnitude above the galactic dark matter limit
at any mass above 100 g (see (Barghini et al. ,
2021) for further details on this estimation).
Despite the fact that the TUS sensitivity remains above the Galactic dark matter limit, it
shows the potential of a space-based detector
to provide comparable flux limits to other experiments, taking advantage of a large aperture. We underline that most of the limitations on the present result come from the fact
that the instrument was not designed for this
search, it was operated in “meteor” mode for
only a short time, and an accident occurred
at the beginning of the mission that reduced
the detector performance. Despite those limits
and constraints, the results support the findings
by (Anchordoqui et al. , 2021; Abdellaoui et
al. , 2017), which indicate that Mini-EUSO and
POEMMA have the potential to cross the dark
matter limit line.

phenomena, with the total geometrical exposure in the EAS mode reaching approximately
1550 km2 sr yr. A number of events passing
basic selection criteria on temporal and spatial evolution of the signal on the focal surface as expected from simulations of EECR
with ESAF were carefully examined. None of
them was clearly identified as EAS detections.
This is due to the too high energy threshold
of the detector (well above 1020 eV) which
is partially due to the unfortunate accident
that occurred at the beginning of the mission.
Moreover, the TUS spatial resolution is inadequate to properly reconstruct the movement
of the track in the FoV and the trigger system
was fine-tuned for inclined EASs which reduced the effective aperture of the instrument.
Strong limitations imposed by the data acquisition affected also significantly the effective
measurement time of the instrument and the
available exposure. It is important to underline
here that such limitations have been overcome
with Mini-EUSO on the International Space
Station (ISS) and that future projects (K-EUSO
and POEMMA) will have an order of magnitude higher spatial resolution and larger collecting power which will allow to reach detectability of EAS events well below 1020 eV.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

A new version of the ESAF framework that
includes the TUS detector was developed to assess the effective energy threshold of TUS, to
scrutinize the events that passed the first selection criteria and to compute the geometrical aperture and exposure of the mission. The
importance of associating all the above observations with an assessment of the weather con-

The TUS detector was the first space-based
mission designed for EECR measurements. Its
active operation lasted from May 2016 till
November 2017. During the mission, several
acquisition modes with different temporal resolution were tested to sense various physical
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ditions was studied and the methodology was
presented and applied to specific events.
The TUS detector registered various UV
phenomena that constitute the background for
EECR measurements. Among them are anthropogenic lights, thunderstorm activity and lightning discharges, upper atmosphere transient luminous events, polar lights, meteors and other
phenomena, providing in some cases an imaging of these signals with an unprecedented
sensitivity and time resolution. The capability of observing meteors allowed us to perform a methodological study and search for
macroscopic dark matter events. TUS was not
originally designed with this scientific motivation. In this regards, the results on nuclearites
do not express the full potential of a spacebased mission which relies on light emissions,
however, it allowed to establish a methodology
which can be repeated in future missions, starting with Mini-EUSO. A joint analysis of TUS
and Mini-EUSO data will certainly help in further clarifying the origin of peculiar events that
have been detected by TUS and whose origin
has not been assessed yet.
In conclusion, we believe that TUS has
demonstrated that the orbital fluorescent technique has a strong potential to measure and recognize a relativistic motion in the UV range
in the atmosphere and to reconstruct the direction and energy of different events. On the
other hand, the experience of the TUS mission
reveals the difficulties of a space-based experiment that needs an accurate monitoring of the
rapidly changing background illumination and
a high-quality control of the sensitivity of the
equipment. The TUS detector demonstrated a
multi-functionality of an orbital fluorescent observatory and its usefulness for various astrophysical and geophysical studies. It provides
an invaluable experience for the implementation of the future orbital missions like K-EUSO
and POEMMA. The methods developed for the
TUS data analysis are actively employed for
studying and interpreting data of Mini-EUSO,
which is currently operating at the ISS.
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